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Part 1 – Definition of Ackermann Motion Model
The motion model for Ackermann steered robot is derived using the math show in the lecture
notes. The theory is reinstated below using Figure 1. The motion is modeled by tracking the rear wheel.

Figure 1 Ackermann motion model with variables defined

The augmented parameters are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Augmented model parameters

Parameter
Rear wheel speed

v = 3.0 [m/s]

Steering angle

d = 10 - t [deg]

Steering angle limit

+/- 30 [deg]

Frame length

L = 30 [cm]

Update rate

10 Hz

The robot states and inputs are defined below.
Vehicle State

Inputs
𝑥"
𝑥
𝑥# = 𝑦
𝑥$
𝜃

𝑢"
𝑣
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Motion Model
From dynamics, define position of the rear wheel as:
𝑥,
𝑥,-" + 𝑣, cos 𝜃,-" 𝑑𝑡
𝑦, = 𝑥,-" + 𝑣, sin(𝜃,-" ) 𝑑𝑡
The front wheel position is represented as:
𝑥8,:
𝑥 + 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑦8,: = 𝑦 + 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)
Thus, the dynamics of the front wheel are described below:
:

𝑥:,,
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The MATLAB implementation of the Ackermann model is shown in the Appendix B.

Kinematic model

Figure 2 Ackermann robot kinematics

Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR) is used to define robot’s rotation. Defining 𝜔 =
F

tan 𝛿 = . Then the following is derived:
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Summarizing the final motion model below:
𝑣, cos 𝜃,-" 𝑑𝑡
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Disturbance Addition
The kinematic model is subjected to Gaussian disturbance of standard deviation of 0.02m on x, y,
and 1 degree on the q. The model updates at 10Hz.
𝑥",,
𝑥#,, = 𝑔 𝑥,-" , 𝑢, + 𝜀,
𝑥$,,
Using MATLAB the disturbance is defined as:
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑛𝑑(0, 0.02)
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑛𝑑(0, 0.02)
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Simulation of the Motion Model
A simulation is created in MATLAB to test the motion model’s response to the provide input of v
= 3.0 [m/s] and d = 10 –t [degrees]. The steering angle is limited to +/- 30 [degrees].
The x, y position of the robot is plotted for each time step on a Cartesian plane over the course of the 20
second simulation. In order to view the motion of the robot in the plot, the robots position is plotted for
the rear wheel as green asterixis and the steering angle of the front wheel is shown as green vector. The
heading of the robot is shown as a red vector the length of which is proportional to the velocity of the
robot at that point.

The robot’s true motion is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively, for the inputs above.

Figure 3 Simulation of robot's true motion without disturbance for 20 [s]

Figure 4 Simulation of robot's true motion with disturbance for 20 [s]

Part 2 – Carrot Controller and Rectangle Tracking
A carrot controller is developed to manipulate the Ackermann motion. The controller works by
defining a “carrot”, a point on desired trajectory line a fixed distance, r, ahead of the closest point on the
line to the current robot position as shown in Figure 5 below. P control is further added to the steering to
align the heading of the robot to the direction of the carrot point along the desired trajectory. The
controller MATLAB implementation is shown in the Appendix B. Essentially, the carrot is calculated by the
projection of robot’s current position of distance r (from the rear wheel) onto the desired line segment
trajectory.

Figure 5 Carrot controller

The controller is implemented in the simulation with the results shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 with radius
of 1.7 [m]. The radius is chosen experimentally to achieve turning without outside overshoot of the
trajectory, thus all turns of the robot will happen on the concave side of the trajectory. The simulation is
run to track a rectangle with dimensions 20 m by 5 m at a speed of 3 m/s. The controller gain, p, is chosen
experimentally to be 0.5 to achieve accurate trajectory tracking.

Figure 6 Carrot controller (r = 1.7 [m]) with p-control rectangle trajectory tracking without disturbance

Figure 7 Carrot controller (r = 1.7 [m]) with p-control rectangle trajectory tracking with disturbance

Part 3 – Path Finding and IGVC Map Navigation
The Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) approach was used to determine a straight-line path through
the IGVN map shown in Figure 8. Multiple different techniques are used to generate a path through the
provided map. The carrot planner was then used to guide the robot along this path.
The second step in PRM is adding edges to the map and pruning them to create the graph. Edges are
added based on the nearest 20 points to each node. This parameter is not investigated as a change
variable, however definitely will make a difference when the number of sample decreases. The edges are
then removed using Bresenham’s Line Algorithm. If an edge passed over an occupied cell on the map it
was deleted.
Finally, the A* shortest path algorithm was used to find the lowest cost route along the graph from the
start node to the end node.

Figure 8 IGVN Map

Random PRM Sampling
The first step in PRM was generating samples. Initially the samples were generated randomly and
removed if they were on an occupied cell in the map. However, the number of samples required to
sufficiently sample the bottlenecked areas of the map is very high. The initial parameters used are listed:

# samples

sigma

200

30

Random sample generation performs unreliably in terms of building a complete path from the start to
end point. The failure rate is approximately one in four. However, if passed the path generated is shown
in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Random PRM sampling path generation succeeded with 200 samples and sigma of 30

Figure 10 displays A* failing to find the shortest path from start to end, as no connections exist and thus
an increase in samples is required for the random generation technique. However, the sampling method
is then chosen to be improved to Lavalle.

Figure 10 Random PRM sample path generation failed with 200 samples, sigma of 30

Lavalle PRM Sampling
Lavalle sampling works by placing a point q at random just as before using random sampling,
however now another point q’ is place with a Gaussian distribution away from q. The algorithm checks if
only one of q or q’ is in free space, if that’s true then keep the one that free, if not then retain none. This
prioritizes points near walls with the Gaussian distribution sigma determining the distance from objects.
Figure 11 shows how Lavalle prioritizes the node placement near objects and avoids free space. This
technique is further investigated with Bridge sampling method.

Figure 11 Lavalle PRM sampling with 200 samples and sigma of 30

Bridge Sampling
A bridge sampling approach was then used to only choose samples which fell in between two
samples which were on top of obstacles on the occupancy grid. Bridge sampling yielded many samples in
the bottleneck regions between the circles (pylons) on the map. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the results
of bridge sampling path generation. The drawback to the bridge sampling was that there was sample
deprivation on other more open regions of the map. As a result, there would sometimes be large, unsampled gaps in the areas between the bottleneck regions. To account for this, a hybrid approach
between bridge sampling and uniform random sampling was employed which allowed for good sample
coverage of the overall map with special attention paid to the bottlenecks.

Figure 12 Bridge PRM sampling with 150 samples and sigma of 30

Figure 13 Bridge PRM sampling with 150 samples and sigma of 50

Bridge and Random PRM Hybrid Sampling
Due to a such unique map structure the various sampling techniques described above are
combined. Specifically, the Bridge method along with a modified Lavalle. The Bridge method allows to
generate nodes in tight spaces seen in the four corners of Figure 19 when the robot has to go through a
path of cylindrical obstacles. The Lavalle algorithm is modified to perform exactly the opposite of its
intent, and is referred to as the Anti Gaussian technique to place nodes towards the center of the open
space instead of near obstacles. However, the random sampling is investigated against the Anti Gaussian
technique to determine which performs best to place nodes in open space. The random technique is

used in Figure 19 compared to the Anti Gaussian technique in Figure 16. It’s clear from runtime that the
random sampling as part of the hybrid is better [91.7 seconds (Figure 15)] compared to [95.6 seconds
(Figure 17)] for anti-Gaussian technique.

However, to truly compare the capabilities of Random Sampling vs Anti Gaussian as part of the hybrid
algorithm a lot of tests need to be run with the same parameters of sigma and ratio of samples between
BS and RS. The sample tests are shown in Figure 19 to Figure 26 located in the Appendix A. The data
gathering process is long and thus is not performed in this report.

Figure 14 Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling with 150 BS and 400 RS and sigma of 30

Figure 15 Robot runtime of 91.7 [sec] with 150 BS and 400 RS and sigma of 30 for Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling

Figure 16 Bridge and Anti Gaussian PRM hybrid sampling 150 RS and 100 RS sigma of 35

Figure 17 Robot runtime of 95.6 [sec] with 150 RS and 100 RS sigma of 35 for Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling

Occupancy Grid Padding
It is assumed that the robot should not touch the walls. However, due to the straight-line path
found by PRM in conjunction with the robot motion model there is no guarantee that the robot will
avoid barriers. The PRM can return a list of waypoints which cause the robot to veer off the path
because of the turning radius and contact an obstacle. To mitigate this, the occupancy grid is padded by
0.4 m as shown in Figure 18. By dilating the matrix of the occupancy grid by a disk with radius 4, a new
occupancy grid is created which forces the path finding algorithm to leave a 0.4 m tolerance when
pruning edges and removing samples.

Figure 18 Padding of the IGVN Map

Part 4 – Limitations of Approach and Resolutions
Several assumptions are made in this assignment to simplify the problem of navigating the robot
through the IGVC auto-navigation course. These assumptions limit the solution to very specific and likely
unrealistic use cases.
In this approach, the map used for simulation is the same as the occupancy map used for path planning.
Effectively this means that the map is perfect representation of the real course. In reality, in the IGVC, the
vehicle would create the map, perhaps using SLAM. The resulting map will be imperfect and require
updating as the robot navigates the course. To be more accurate and allow the approach to include
imperfect maps, a continuously updating SLAM approach could be implemented in simulation.
Additionally, in this navigation approach, the robot’s true position in simulation is used for the controller.
This means that the controller is using perfect error data with no noise. This is a simplification and a
limitation as any real-world robot would receive imperfect position data. In the IGVC, a base station is not
permitted for position calibration to make this harder. The approach could be modified to include noisy
position measurements from a simulated GPS. A particle filter or Kalman filter could be used to determine
an accurate state.
Finally, this approach does not consider the dynamics of the robot. It is simplified by keeping the robot
velocity constant along the entire path. In the IGVC, it would be ideal to prioritize wider turns and more
straight driving to increase the speed of course completion. In the results of this assignment it can be seen
that the robot usually turns at its sharpest turn radius to navigate the sharp corners provided by the path
planner. This could be modified by adding a cost to sharp corners in the graph optimization step. The
controller could also be made more complex to include an understanding of when it can cut a corner and
how sharp it needs to turn based on the occupancy grid inside the corner.

Appendix B – Sample Tests for comparing Random Sampling vs Anti
Gaussian as part of the Hybrid Algorithm for path generation

Figure 19 Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling with 50 BS and 200 RS and sigma of 30

Figure 20 Robot runtime of 95 [sec] with 50 BS and 200 RS and sigma of 30 for Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling

Figure 21 Bridge and Anti Gaussian PRM hybrid sampling 50 RS and 200 RS sigma of 30

Figure 22 Robot runtime of 96.4 [sec] with 50 BS and 200 RS and sigma of 30 for Bridge and Anti Gaussian PRM hybrid sampling

Figure 23 Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling with 100 BS and 150 RS and sigma of 50

Figure 24 Robot runtime of 99.2 [sec] with 100 BS and 150 RS and sigma of 50 for Bridge and Random PRM hybrid sampling

Figure 25 Bridge and Anti Gaussian PRM hybrid sampling 100 RS and 150 RS sigma of 50

Figure 26 Robot runtime of 94.5 [sec] with 100 RS and 150 RS sigma of 50 for Bridge and Anti Gaussian PRM hybrid sampling

Appendix B – Matlab Code
Carrot Controller

%% distanceToCarrot
% A function to calculate the location of the carrot and determine
% whether the carrot is past the given line segment
%
% Input:
% p1 - beginning point of the line segment
% p2 - end point of the line segment
% x - position of the vehicle
%
% Output:
% carrot_outside - A boolean of whether the carrot is past the end of
the
%
desired destination
%
% carrot_point
- A coordinate value of the carrot the robot is
following
function [carrot_outside carrot_point] = get_carrot(p1, p2, x, r)
carrot_outside = 0;
line_segment = p2 - p1;
p1_to_x = x - p1;
% Compute the distance to the line as a vector, using the
projection
projection = p1 + (dot(line_segment,p1_to_x) /
norm(line_segment)^2) * line_segment;
carrot_point = projection + r * line_segment ./
norm(line_segment);
if (norm(carrot_point - p1) > norm(line_segment))
carrot_outside = 1;
end
end

P control

%% p - controller
% Input:
% target - [x y] of the target point
% x - [x y theta] of the current robot pos
% prev_u - [v theta_wheel] previous inputs
%
% Output:
% u - [v theta_wheel] current input
function [u] = p_control(target, x, prev_u)
p = 0.5;
error_threshold = 0.1;
theta_ref = atan2(target(2)-x(2), target(1)-x(1));
theta = x(3);
theta_error = theta_ref - theta;
if (theta_error > pi)
theta_error = theta_error - 2 * pi;
elseif (theta_error < -pi)
theta_error = theta_error + 2 * pi;
end
if (abs(target-x(1:2)) < error_threshold)
u(1) = 0;
else
u(1) = prev_u(1);
end
u(2) = p * theta_error;
if u(2) > pi/6
u(2) = pi/6;
elseif u(2) < -pi/6
u(2) = - pi/6;
end
end
s

